
2 7 SEP 1978

MEMORANDUM FOR: 
FROM:

SUBJECT:

Deputy Director for Plans § Management, OS

Special Assistant to the DDA 
Request for File Search

1. The Agency is committed to a search for persons who 
may have suffered lingering aftereffects as a result of their 
having been participants without their knowledge in drug 
testing and experimentation sponsored by the Agency. We do 
not know the identity of any of the subjects of the testing 
and will have to reach them through the persons and institu
tions that conducted the research. Review of the available 
files has revealed the names of a number of institutions 
and persons that apparently were involved in the experimenta
tion in one way or another. We need to know the nature and 
extent of their relationship ivith CIA, if any, and when it 
occurred; names of Agency employees and organizational com
ponents involved in whatever relationships may have existed; 
any cryptonyms or other data that may be useful in developing 
more detail about the relationships; any information available 
that will be useful in determining present whereabouts; and 
any other information you feel may be useful for the purposes 
of this search.

2. The names of persons of interest are attached. The 
institutions of interest are:

i. Ionia State Hospital for the Criminally Insane 
(Ionia, Mich.)
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SUBJECT: P.equest for File Search

4. If you would like further elaboration on this request, please call extension 6008.

Attachment: 
As Stated

:llf/6008 (26 Sep 78)SA/DDAy ____Distribution:
Orig - Addressee, w/att 

X  - DDA Subject, w/att 
1 - DDA Chrono, w/o att 
1 - SA/DDA, w/att

I



I am enclosing copies of the records available to the 
Agency pertaining to its support of research at McGill. The 
University had no objection to the acknowledgment by CIA o 
its involvement in this activity. I trust it will allevia 
Mrs. Orlikow's concerns to learn that she was not subjected 
to this treatment as a result of support furnished by this 
Agency.
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SUBJECT: Request for File Search

4. If you would like further elaboration on this request, please call extension 6008.

A'

Attachment: 
As Stated

SA/DDA/^MHD:llf/6008 (26 Sep 78) 
Distribution:
Orig - Addressee, w/att 

X  ‘ DDA Subject, w/att 
1 - DDA Chrono, w/o att 
1 - SA/DDA, w/att



Two-page attachment is denied on the basis of (b)(3).


